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The electrical conductivity of CaF2-doped aluminum nitride

(AlN) ceramics was characterized at high temperatures, up to

500°C, by AC impedance spectroscopy. High thermal conduc-

tive CaF2-doped AlN ceramics were sintered with a second
additive, Al2O3, added to control the electrical conductivity.

The effects of calcium fluoride (CaF2) on microstructure and

related electrical conductivity of AlN ceramics were examined.

Investigation into the microstructure of specimens by TEM
analysis showed that AlN ceramics sintered with only CaF2

additive have no secondary phases at grain boundaries. Addi-

tion of Al2O3 caused the formation of amorphous phases at

grain boundaries. Addition of Al2O3 to CaF2-doped AlN
ceramics at temperatures 200°C–500°C revealed a variation in

electrical resistivity that was four orders of magnitude larger

than for the specimen without Al2O3. The amorphous phase at
the grain boundary greatly increases the electrical resistivity of

AlN ceramics without causing a significant deterioration of

thermal conductivity.

I. Introduction

ALUMINUM nitride (AlN) ceramics are highly thermal
conductive nonmetallic materials. Their unique proper-

ties, including high thermal conductivity, low dielectric con-
stant, high electrical resistance, wide band gap (Eg = 6.2 eV
at room temperature, RT), strong mechanical properties,
chemical inertness, and similar thermal expansion coefficient
to silicon, make AlN a promising candidate for electronic
substrates and electrostatic chucks.1–6In recent decades, many
studies have examined the thermal conductivity of AlN and
its effect on microstructure under certain conditions.7–9 How-
ever, few studies have considered the electrical conductivity,
and the electrical conduction mechanism of AlN ceramics is
not fully understood.10,11 Francis and Worrell12 reported the
AC and DC electrical conductivity of hot-pressed polycrys-
talline AlN ceramics, and Richards et al.13 investigated the
electrical conductivity of BeO-doped hot-pressed AlN ceram-
ics within atmospheres with varying nitrogen partial pressure,
at temperatures 800°C–1200°C. The activation energy for
electrical conduction was found to be between 1.45 and
1.57 eV and it was concluded that the charge carriers are
intrinsic electrons or aluminum vacancies.

Controlling the electrical resistivity of AlN ceramics
becomes important when the ceramics are used for electronic
applications. The electrical resistivity must be maintained
within the desired range while the thermal conductivity is
kept high. Yoshikawa et al.14 investigated the electrical

resistivity of Sm2O3-doped AlN ceramics at RT using the
DC three-pole method. They showed that the three-dimen-
sional network of the grain-boundary phase of Sm-b-alumina
enables the electrical resistivity of AlN ceramics to be con-
trolled in the range 1010–1014 Ω cm. Kusunose et al.15

reported that by precipitating a yttrium oxycarbide grain-
boundary phase, AlN ceramics can be electrically conductive
ceramics without losing their intrinsic high thermal conduc-
tivity. These studies indicate that the variation in the electri-
cal conductivity of AlN ceramics is determined by both the
electrical properties and the structure of the secondary phase
at grain boundaries; however, they did not investigate the
electrical conductivity of AlN ceramics in detail.

In this study, we report on high-temperature AC impedance
spectroscopy and the electrical properties of AlN ceramics,
considering the existence of a grain-boundary amorphous
phase. Highly thermally conductive AlN ceramics with a
controlled grain-boundary phase were sintered using CaF2

and Al2O3 as sintering additives.16,17 CaF2 sintering additives
promote densification in low-temperature sintering by form-
ing a liquid phase at a relatively low temperature. CaF2 also
reacts with other sintering additives and leaves a minimal
amorphous second phase at the grain boundary, because the
liquid phase evaporates at high temperatures. We assessed
the effect on electrical resistivity of adding small amounts of
Al2O3 to CaF2-doped AlN ceramics.

II. Experimental Procedure

A commercial AlN powder (F grade; Tokuyama Corp.,
Tokyo, Japan) with an average particle size of 1.0 lm and
specific surface area of 3.27 m2/g was used in this experi-
ment. AlN powder was mixed with calcium fluoride (CaF2,
Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) and aluminum oxide (Al2O3,
Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) separately, and placed in a ball-mill
for 24 h in a 2-propanol liquid medium. After mixing the
starting materials, the slurry was dried. The dried powder
was uniaxially pressed into a 20-mm-diameter disk under a
pressure of 30 kg/cm2, and was cold isostatic pressed at
200 MPa. The compacts were placed between two boron
nitride plates. The specimens were then sintered via pressure-
less sintering in a graphite furnace (ASTRO Thermal Tech-
nology, Santa Barbara, CA) at 1900°C for 3 h in an N2

atmosphere. The heating rate during the sintering was 10°C/
min, and the cooling rate was 25°C/min.

The fracture surface of the sintered pellets was character-
ized by analysis with a field-emission scanning electron
microscope (FE-SEM; Philips XL30 FEG, Eindhoven, the
Netherlands). The internal microstructure was investigated
by transmission electron microscopy (TEM; Tecnai G2 F30
S-twin, FEI, Eindhoven, the Netherland).The samples were
prepared by standard methods, which involved mechanical
grinding to a thickness of approximately 50 lm, dimpling to
approximately 10 lm, then ion beam milling to electron
transparency. The compositions were measured by energy
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dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS).The thermal diffusiv-
ity was measured by the laser flash method using a Xenon
Flash instrument (LFA 447 Nanoflash, Netzsch Instruments
Inc., Burlington, VT).

For the impedance spectroscopy analysis, thin silver films
were deposited on both sides of the specimen, which served
as electrodes. The films were deposited on a circular area
(1.0 mm diameter) at the center of the pellet. The silver elec-
trode-coated specimen was sandwiched between platinum
foil, which was connected to platinum wires in a spring-
loaded specimen holder. The electrical properties were mea-
sured by impedance spectroscopy at an amplitude of
1000 mV (Solartron 1260, Farnborough, UK) over a decreas-
ing frequency range from 13 MHz to 5 Hz, and over the
temperature range 200°C–500°C for CaF2-doped AlN ceram-
ics. Impedance spectra were collected at 25°C intervals. The
temperature was maintained for a sufficient time (20 min) to
achieve thermal equilibration of the whole specimen at each
temperature before the data were collected. The total imped-
ance was resolved into real (Z′) and imaginary (Z″) parts,
and Cole–Cole plots were constructed to analyze the data.

To analyze the electrical properties of the polycrystalline
AlN ceramics, the simplified brick layer model, in which a
polycrystalline solid is represented by cubic grains separated
by flat grain boundaries, was used. The number of RC (resis-
tor–capacitor) branches in the equivalent circuit equals the
number of different microstructural components in the cera-
mic, such as grains, grain boundaries, electrodes, precipitates,
or pores. In the absence of any precipitates or electrode
polarization effects, only the RC branches representing grains
and grain boundaries exist. The grain resistivity (qgrain) and
the net grain-boundary resistivity (qgb) were calculated based
on the following equations:

qgrain ¼ Rgrain � A=t (1)

qgb ¼ Rgb � A=t (2)

where A is the effective electrode area and t is the specimen
thickness.

The specific grain-boundary resistivity (qgb
sp) is the aver-

age resistivity of a single grain, which is theoretically related
to the net grain-boundary resistivity (qgb), the grain size (dg),
and the grain-boundary thickness (dgb), as

qspgb ¼ rgb � dg=dgb (3)

The actual contribution of a single grain boundary to the
entire boundary resistivity is thus closely related to the
boundary characteristics.

III. Results and Discussion

(1)Sinterability and Thermal Conductivity
The bulk density and thermal conductivity of the sintered
specimens which were prepared with a CaF2 additive system
are shown in Fig. 1. Highly dense (>95%) and high thermal
conductivity (190.4 W/mK) AlN ceramics were obtained with
3 wt% CaF2 additives. The densification was conducted by
means of liquid phase sintering with the CaF2 additives. The
role of CaF2 as an additive was to react with Al2O3 on the
surface of the AlN powder, and promote densification
through sintering by means of eutectic melt in the CaF2–
Al2O3 system. Control of the atmosphere by covering with
the boron nitride plate also promotes the densification of
CaF2-doped AlN ceramics.15

To control the electrical conductivity of AlN ceramics, a
second additive, Al2O3, was used. Al2O3 additives at 1 and
3 wt% were added to 3 wt% CaF2-doped AlN ceramics
(C3A1 and C3A3, respectively).All specimens exhibited high

density, over 3.10 g/cm3. Addition of Al2O3 increases the
density to 3.23 g/cm3. It is known that the addition of a
small amount of Al2O3 increases the thermal conductivity of
the specimen by facilitating liquid phase sintering. However,
a large amount of Al2O3 addition decreases the thermal con-
ductivity because oxygen-related defects increase by the solid
solution of Al2O3 into AlN grain, as confirmed here. The C3
specimen yielded the maximum thermal conductivity of
190.4 W/mK, and the C3A3 specimen yielded a value of
173.3 W/mK.

Figure 2 shows SEM micrographs of three sintered-AlN
ceramics (specimens C3, C3A1, and C3A3). The second
phases at the grain boundaries of AlN ceramics were not
observed when CaF2 and Al2O3 sintering additives were
used. Because CaF2 is volatile above 1600°C, the liquids
phases composed of CaF2 might be evaporated during high-
temperature sintering. CaF2 is supposed to react with AlN
and form gas-phase Ca and AlF3 as follows:

3CaF2ðsÞ þ 2AlNðsÞ ¼ 3Ca(g)þ 2AlF3ðgÞ þN2ðgÞ (4)

The vapor pressure of Ca(g) is sufficiently high (0.1 mbar)
at 1600°C and AlF3 begins to sublime at 1250°C.18. There-
fore, there are no remaining phases at the grain boundaries
after the sintering at 1900°C.

In AlN crystals, the most influential defects are oxygen-
related defects, consisting of oxygen substitutions for
nitrogen (ON), aluminum vacancies (VAl), and ON–VAl

complexes. These defects become phonon scattering sources
and can thus influence the electrical and thermal conduc-
tivity of the AlN grain. Figure 2 shows that the grain size
of the specimen with Al2O3 additive is larger than that of
the specimen without Al2O3. However, the grain size does
not affect the thermal conductivity of the samples because
the phonon mean free path of the high-thermal conductiv-
ity AlN ceramics is very small compared with the
grain size.19

(2) Electrical Conductivity
Figure 3 shows the complex impedance spectra of the C3
and C3A3 specimens at 350°C. Three semicircles corre-
sponding to the impedance response of the grain, the grain
boundary, and the electrode are shown well within each
graphs. From analysis of the impedance spectra, the grain-
boundary resistivity of the C3 specimen observed is slightly
higher than the grain resistivity. In contrast, the grain-
boundary resistivity of C3A3 is much higher than the grain
resistivity [Fig. 3(b)]. This indicates that the addition of

Fig. 1. Density and thermal conductivity of 3 wt% CaF2-doped
AlN ceramics with 0, 1, and 3 wt% added Al2O3.
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Al2O3 has an effect on grain-boundary resistivity. The C3A3
specimen has a higher grain-boundary resistivity than the
C3 specimen. To analyze the relationship between the grain

and grain-boundary resistivity, both are shown in Fig. 4(a).
The resistivity of the grain boundary is up to four orders of
magnitude higher than the grain resistivity. The resistivity
of the grain boundary increases with increasing amounts of
Al2O3; however, the variation in grain resistivity is much
smaller than that in grain-boundary resistivity. The ratio of
the grain-boundary resistivity to the grain resistivity is
shown in Fig. 4(b) for the C3, C3A1, and C3A3 specimens,
to investigate the grain-boundary blocking effect on electri-
cal conduction. In Fig. 4(a), the grain-boundary resistivity
of the C3A1 specimen is one order of magnitude higher
than that of the C3 specimen, but the ratio of the grain-
boundary resistivity to the grain resistivity is only a little
higher than that of the C3 specimen. This means that the
high electrical resistivity of the C3A1 specimen was caused
by high grain resistivity, and the grain-boundary blocking
effects were insignificant with a small amount of Al2O3

addition. However, the C3A3 specimen, which has a large
amount of Al2O3, shows that the grain-boundary resistivity
was 50–1000 times higher than the grain resistivity. The
ratio of the grain-boundary resistivity to the grain resistivity
for the C3A3 specimen (50–1000) is higher than that of the
C3 specimen (5–10) in the measured temperature range.
This reflects the high electrical resistivity of the C3A3 speci-
men, which was caused by the grain-boundary blocking
effect on electrical conduction. In the CaF2-doped AlN
ceramics with 3 wt% Al2O3, the thermal conductivity
decreases slightly due to the solid solution of Al2O3 into
AlN grain (by <10%), but the electrical resistivity increases
by up to three orders of magnitude.

(3) Internal Structure
Transmission electron microscopy analysis of the C3 and
C3A3 specimens was conducted to investigate the cause of
the grain-boundary blocking effect of the specimen with
added Al2O3 (Fig. 5).In the TEM image of the C3 specimen,
the grain boundaries are essentially clean [Fig. 5(a)].Analysis
by high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) revealed that, the grain
boundaries are well crystallized, and there are no segregation
atoms or amorphous/glassy phases along grain boundaries
[Fig. 5(b)]. The grain boundaries are free of any second
phase, showing direct grain-to-grain contacts in the C3 speci-
men. Only aluminum and nitrogen elements were detected,
and no calcium atoms were observed in the grain interior. In
spite of clean grain boundaries, the value of the grain-bound-
ary resistivity is still higher than that of the grain resistivity.
The high grain-boundary resistivity can be explained to the

Fig. 2. SEM micrographs of a fracture surface in specimens C3,
C3A1, and C3A3. The second phases at the grain boundaries were
not observed in all specimens.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Complex impedance spectra including three semicircles, which are corresponding to the impedance response of the grain, the grain
boundary, and the electrode, of specimens C3 (a) and C3A3 (b) at 350°C.
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space charge effect with charge carrier of AlN ceramics. It is
well-known that the most dominant defects are oxygen-
related defects in AlN ceramics, and aluminum vacancies or
electron is generated according to oxygen incorporation into

AlN lattice. From the very low ionic transference number
(below 10�4) in the results of Lee et al., aluminum vacancies
can be assumed to the main charge carrier.20 So the
grain-boundary resistivity is considered high because grain

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) Electrical resistivity of the grain and grain boundary as a function of temperature for CaF2-doped AlN ceramics with added Al2O3,
and (b) the ratio of the grain-boundary resistivity to the grain resistivity. According to the addition of Al2O3, the grain-boundary resistivity and
especially the ratio of the grain-boundary resistivity to the grain resistivity increase greatly.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. TEM micrograph of specimens C3 (a)and C3A3 (c).HRTEM of C3 (b) and C3A3 (d) are the circled area of (a), (c). In the C3 specimen,
the grain boundaries are essentially clean and there are no segregation atoms or amorphous/glassy phases along grain boundaries. In the C3A3
specimen, an amorphous phase occurred along grain boundaries, composed of Al, O, and small amounts of Ca.
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boundaries block the ionic transport across them. This is
usually called “the grain-boundary blocking effect”. The
blocking effect has often been mainly attributed to grain-
boundary insulation phase, but the grain-to-grain contacts
also can be blocking layer, suggesting an additional cause for
the blocking effect (“intrinsic” effect). In the CaF2–AlN sys-
tem, the blocking nature can be accounted for the depletion
of charge carriers, e.g., aluminum vacancies in the space
charge layer of the AlN grain boundaries. According to the
brick layer model, the grain-boundary resistivity can be inter-
preted in terms of a space charge layer adjacent the grain-
boundary core in which the relevant charge carriers are
depleted.

In the C3A3 specimen, anamorphous phase occurred
along grain boundaries, composed of Al, O, and small
amounts of Ca (0.53 at.%) [Fig. 5(c) and (d)]. HRTEM
analysis of the C3A3 specimen showed that no other phase
was observed between the amorphous phase and the AlN
grain. The addition of additives including Al2O3 is known to
cause an amorphous phase to form along grain bound-
aries.18,21 To determine the effect of the amorphous phase at
the grain boundary on the electrical resistivity, the activation
energy of the grain and the grain resistivity were investigated.
The grain activation energies of samples C3, C3A1, and
C3A3 were 0.95, 1.06, and 1.09 eV, respectively. The concen-
tration of charge carriers for electrical conduction in the
C3A1 and C3A3 specimens changed compared with the con-
centration of the charge carriers in the C3 specimen, by
transformation of Al2O3 solid solution into AlN grains during
the sintering process. The grain-boundary activation energies
of C3, C3A1, and C3A3 were 0.67, 0.44, and 0.37 eV, respec-
tively. Low values of grain-boundary activation energy reveal
that the CaF2-doped AlN ceramics have a high electrical
resistivity at high temperatures. Because Al2O3 adding speci-
mens has not the grain-to-grain contact but the amorphous
phase has the grain-boundary insulation phase, high grain-
boundary resistivity and low activation energy can be
explained as “extrinsic” grain-boundary blocking effect. The
large difference in grain-boundary activation energy among
the specimens indicates that the grain-boundary blocking
mechanism for electrical conduction is different in each
case. Microstructural analysis of C3A3 indicates that the
specimen with added Al2O3 exhibits the grain-boundary
blocking effect because of the presence of the amorphous
phase.

The morphology of the amorphous phase can be repre-
sented by a discontinuous or continuous second-phase model
in the electrical conduction mechanism.20,22,23 In the continu-
ous second-phase model, the interruption of contact by a
thin layer of amorphous phase inclusions is assumed, with
the covered grain-boundary area depending on the amount,
composition, and wetting properties of the amorphous phase
given the sintering conditions. The pathway through the
intermediate amorphous phase is important in the case of
extensive coverage by the amorphous phase. In this case, the
grain-boundary activation energy should depend on the spe-
cific properties of the blocking phase. The activation energy
should depend on the composition of the amorphous
phase.24 The difference in grain-boundary activation energy
among the samples indicates that anamorphous phase exists
at the grain boundary and acts as a blocking boundary. The
large difference in grain-boundary activation energy between
C3 and C3A3 is due to a continuous amorphous phase
blocking boundary in the specimen doped with Al2O3. Con-
sidering the thermal conductivity results for C3 and C3A3,
the thin amorphous phase at the grain boundary greatly
increased the electrical resistivity of the AlN ceramics with-
out a large deterioration in thermal conductivity. Therefore,
the electrical resistivity of CaF2-doped AlN can be controlled
by the addition of a suitable amount of Al2O3, which enables
the formation of a continuous amorphous phase along grain
boundaries.

IV. Conclusion

Highly thermal conductive AlN ceramics without second
phases were sintered with a CaF2 sintering additive. The
grain and grain-boundary resistivity of AlN were analyzed
by applying the brick layer model. To control the electrical
resistivity of the AlN grain boundary, an amorphous phase
was produced at the boundary by adding Al2O3. The amor-
phous phase increased the electrical resistivity of the AlN
ceramics, without decreasing the thermal conductivity. The
grain-boundary resistivity of the specimens with added Al2O3

was two to four times higher than the grain resistivity. By
adding Al2O3 to CaF2-doped AlN ceramics, the electrical
resistivity was controlled within the various experimental
regimes. The different activation energies of grain-boundary
resistivity in the various samples, combined with the results
of microstructural analysis by TEM, revealed that the Al2O3-
and CaF2-doped AlN ceramics contained a continuous amor-
phous phase.
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